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INTRODUCTION

TurboClinic means constant innovation and overcoming new technological levels, and 
this is proved it once again with the EAT v3’s presentation - the first equipment to test 
electronic actuators with interface in Android. This is a new EAT with a bold image 
which can be operated from multiple devices (from tablets to smartphones) 
everywhere. 

The EAT v3 empowers the turbocharger reconditioning industry with an even more 
portable and intuitive tool that simplifies the diagnostic of electronically controlled 
turbochargers.

The EAT v3 also has the option to program the turbochargers’ electronic actuators.
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CHARACTERISTICS

\\ Android interface 

\\ Automatic detection of the actuator connected

\\ Frequent updates to include new actuators 

\\ Easy updates

\\ Universal cable included

\\ Works with rechargeable batteries (batteries not included) 

\\ Option to program actuators (not included in the standard version)
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TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

\\ Minimum Android version - Android 4.1 (Jelly Bean)

\\ 1.3 Ghz processor

\\ Wi-Fi connection

\\ TR 14500 | 3.7v | Li-ion Rechargeable Batteries* (optional - only to 

full portability)

* Not included
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DIAGRAM EAT v3

EAT v3 \\ Top

1\ Plug to connect the power supply cable 
2\ Plug to connect the EAT v3 cables
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EAT v3 \\ Front

3\ Power ON/OFF button
4\ Wi-Fi light:
 \ if it is green - the EAT v3 is on stand by
 \ if it is blue - the EAT v3 is connected trough Wi-Fi to a device (smartphone 
 or tablet)
5\ Power Light:  
 \ if it is blue - the EAT v3 is working with the power supply cable
 \ if it is green - the EAT v3 is working with batteries and its capacity level is OK 
 \ if it is red - the EAT v3’s battery is low (always keep a battery level acceptable 
 for a better performance of the equipment) 
 \ if it is blinking red - battery completely discharged 

DIAGRAM EAT v3
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SOFTWARE INSTALLATION

\\ Download the app from the TurboClinic website: 
http://www.turboclinic.com/app/eatv3.apk 
(is necessary to enable “Unknown Sources”)
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MAIN MENU

5\ Test N75 valve
6\ Update

2\ Test PVF sensor
3\ Settings
4\ Program actuator 
(only for clients with this 
option)

1\ Test actuator:
\ Auto detect
\ Manual test
\ Auto test
\ Cycle test
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